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MONOTONE OPTIMAL POLICIES 
FOR LEFT-SKIP-FREE MARKOV 
DECISION PROCESSES 

Silaler Stidhaln Jr. and RichardR. Weber 

13.1 Introduction 

In a previous papcr (Stidhanl and Weber [9J), we considered a variety of rnodels 
for optirnal control of the service rate in a queueing systenl, in which the objective 
is to tninitnize the litniting average expccted cost per unit tinlc. By standard tech
niques, \ve sho\ved how to convert such a problctn into an equivalcnt problet11 in 
\vhich the objective is to lllinimize the expected total (undiscoul1tcd) cost until the 
first entrance into state zero. Under weak assumptions on the oJ1e-stl1ge (service 
plus holding) costs and transition probabilities, we showed that an optitnal policy is 
monotonic, that is, a larger service rate is used in larger states. In contrast to previ
ous tnodels in the literature on control of queues, we assunled that the holding cost 

was nondecreasing, but not necessarily convcx, in the statc. A COlllnlon assulnption 
in all the 1110dels was that services take place one at a tiolc, so that thc state tran
sitions arc skip-free to the left: a one-stcp transition frOIn state i to a state j < i -- 1 
is iOlpossible. Many queueing models have this property, including all birth-death 
nlode]s, as \vell as a variety of MIG Ill-type nlodels, including Illodels \vith batch 
arrivals, phase-type service tiInes, and LCFS-PR queuc discipline. 

Julian Keilson introduced the concept of skip-free transitions in a Markov process 
in [2J]. (He used the terms skip-free in the negative (positive) direction where \ve 
use skip-free to the left (right).) In these pioneering works, he exploited the skip
frce property in the context of descriptive nlodcls for both discrete-state and 
continuous-state Markov processes. Exploitation of the skip-free property in control 
models (that is, Markov decision processcs) may be found, for exaIllple, in \Vijn
gaard and Stidham [11], who dcveloped efficient algorithnls for calculating optinlal 
policies in right-skip-free MDPs, in addition to the already-mentioned papcr by 
Stidhanl and Weber [9], which focuses on left-skip-free MOPs. 

TIle significance of left-skip-free transitiqns in the queueing control Illodels of [9] 
is that the problem of optimally moving the system from statc i to state 0 can be 
decoIllposed into two separate probleols: first, to move the systeITI optimally from 
state i to state i - L and then to 1110ve the system optiInally from state i-I to state 

rlr>rrnnnncitinn \vas exoloited in two \vays in [9] to prove Inonotonicity of an 
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optimal policy: (1) to facilitate simple coupling or pairwise-switch arguments in thc 
case of additive transitions~ and (2) to construct a proof based on dowtl\vard induc
tion on the state variable in the case of nonadditive transitions. 

In the present chapter, we extend the analysis in [9] to a general class of Markov 
decision processes \vith left-skip-frce transitions. We focus on the problenl in \vhich 
the objective is to IniniInize the expected total cost until the first entrance into state 
zero. 'Il1e equivalence to the IllininluIll-average-cost problenl follo\vs by arguments 
sinlilar to those in [9] and \vill be left to the reader. Our basic results are presented 
in the next section, followed by applications in Section 13.3. 

13.2 The Model 

Consider a discrete-tinle Markov decision process on the state space S = {O, I, ... }. 
'Ille action space is 11 = [0, ii 1, "'There ii < 00. When the process is in state i E l)' cHid 
action f1 E /1 is taken, the process l11akes a transition to state j with probability (7,,(0). 

We aSSLJlllC that transitions are le.!t skip Ii'c(', '111<lt is, Pl/(a) = 0,0 s j < i-I. a E 11. 
Tllere is a one-period cost c(i, a). We <lSSUTlle that c(i, u) is nonnegative and that 
!Ji,(a) and c(i, 0) arc both continuous functions of {( E 11 for each () sis j + I. 'Ille 
ohjective is to 111ininlizc the expected total cost until the systClll flrst reaches state 
0, froIn each starting state i ~ 1. 

Let v(i) denote the Inini111Ul11 expected total cost until the systenl first reaches 
state 0, starting froIn state i, i ~ l.l11en it follows fron1 the general theory of Markov 
decision processes (cf. [7,6,11) that v satisfies the following optiInality equation 
U ~ 1 ~ v(O) = 0): 

I'(i) = ~},d c(i, a)+ ,t/)jj(ah'(j)}. (13.1 ) 

Moreover. a stationary optinlal policy l11ay be constructed by choosing in state i 
U~ 1) an action a E A, denoted a(i), that achieves the IniniInUt11 in (13.1 ).1'0 resolve 
ties. we shall select the largest such action a. 

()ur goal is to find sufficient conditions under \vhich this optiInal policy is 
Il1onotonic, that is~ a(i) is nondecreasing in i ~ 1. We shall find it convenient to 
work with an equivalent transformation of the optimality equation (13.1) that 
exploits the left-skip-free transition structure. 'ro this end, let z( j, ndenote the 
I11ininlUtll expected total cost until the systcnl flrst enters state i, starting frorn 
state j,j > i 2 n. (Agajn~ z(j~ i) is well defined, since the costs are non-negative.) '111US 
z(j, 0) = v(j), and it follows frorn the left-skip-free transition structure of the systel11 
that 

v( j) = z( j, k) + v(k)~ j> k 2 O. (13.2) 

(Because the transitions are left skip free, the system must visit each state k < j on 
its way [rOITI state j to state O. An optimal policy Blust therefore Ininimize both the 
cost to go froln j to k and the cost to go fraIll k to 0.) Now subtract v(i - 1) from 
both sides of (13.1) and use (13.2) to obtain 
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z(i, i ~ I) = 1~}J{ c(i, a) + t p'J(a)z(j, i ~ 1)}, 

which in turn is equivalent to 

z(i, i -1) = ~}d c(i, a) + tgj;(a)z(j, j -1)}. (13.3 ) 

where g;/a) := Lk=jp;k(a). Note that the optimal action aU) for sate i also attains thc 
Il1ininlUm on the right-hand side of (13.3). 

Recall (see [9,10]) that a function f(i, a) (i 2 0, a E A) is said to be suln710dlllar 
in (i, a) if f(i, a2) - f(i ~ a I) is non incre as ingin i 2 0, for each a2 E A, alE A, SUch that 
a: > (11' rIllc largest miniIllizcr, 

aU) := Inax{a E A:f(i, aU) = Ini 11 f(i, a)}, 
nE' ,-1 

of such a function is J10ndccreasing in i. 'nlllS, to show that a(i) is nondecreasing in 
i, it suffices to sho\v that the quantity in brackets on the right-hand side of (11.J), 

.I(i, a):= c(i, a)+ L gij(a)z(j, j -1), 
1'''' 

is submodular. Below we present a lemma which gives sufficient conditions for the
 
furlction .l(i, a) to be suhmodular. We shall use the following conditions:
 

(Cl) c(i, a) is submodular in (i, a).
 
(C2) gi,i+m(a) is submodular in (i~ a), for each 1n ~ O.
 
(C3) gi.i+m(a) is non-increasing in a E A for each i 2 1~ 171 2 O.
 

Lenlma 13.1. ASSUI11e Conditions (Cl )-(C3) and suppose z(k~ k - 1) is nonnegative
 
and nondecreasing in k 2 1. 111en J(i~ a) is submodular in (i, a) and hence a(i) is
 
nandecreasing in i 2 1.
 

Proof. Letf(i,a):= LJ=igii(a)z(j,j-l). Let a2 > a!.r-rnen 

f(i, (12) --- f(i, al) = L(gij(a2) - gij(ad)z( j, j - 1) 
i~l 

=L (gi.i+f11 (a2) - gi.i+m (a1 ))z(i + 111, i + 171 - ]) 
m~O 

2 L C~i+ 1.i+ l+m (a2 ) - gi+ l.i+ l+m (0 1))z(i + n1~ i + 111 - 1) 
m"'O 

2 L(gi~I.i+I+m(a2 )-gi+l.i+ltlll(aj))z(i+ 1+111, i+ln) 
m"'O 

=I(i + 1, (2) - f(i + 1, aJ). 
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'Tl1e first inequnlity follows from (C2), since z(i + 111, i + 111 - I) ;::: O. The second 
inequnlity follows from (C3), since z(i + 111, i + //1 - I) <::; z(i + 1 + 111. i + /1/). Thus, 
f(i, II) is submodulnr. Submodulnrity of .I(i, a) now follows form (C1), since the sum 
of submodular functions is submodular. • 

In whnt follows we shall assume that (C1 )-(CI) hold and make further assump
tions on c(i. a) and g,/a) thnt will enable us to prove that z(j. j - 1) is nondecreas
ing. (Nonnegntivity of z(i, j - 1) follows immediately from the assumption that 
c(i, a) ;::: 0 for nil i. a.) It should come ns no surprise that monotonicity of c(i, a) in 
i will be a basic nssumption. 

(C4) rei. a) is nondecreasing in i;::: I, for nil a E A. 

Our first result is for the special case of additivc transitions. In lhis cnse, a simple 
coupling nrgument establishes monotonicily of zUj - I). To this end we introduce 
the following condition, which is a strcngthening of (C2). 

(e2') '1l1CIT cxists a function 1I,,,(a) such that Ii" "",(a) = q",(a), indcpendent of i;::: 
1, for allm;::: O.a E 1\. 

I\dditive transitions. of course, arc characteristic of many models of queucs and 
inventories, in which state transitions are due to inputs and/or outputs of. for 
example. customcrs. work to be done. or work in process. 

Thenrcm 13.1. Assume (el), (C2'). (C3), and (C4). ·1l1cn.l(i. a) is submodular and 
hcnce a monotonic policy is optimnl: that is. a(i) is nondecreasing in i;::: 1. 

Proof. For a stationary policy Jr, Ict z"(i. i-I) dcnotc the expected total cost to go 
from state i to state i-I following policy Jr. '1l1en z(i. i-I) = min" z"(i. i-I). Now 
consider an arbitrary i;::: I and supposc Jris optimal.That is.Jrtakcs action a(j) when
ever the process is in state j. j ;::: I. Let Jr' bc a stationary policy that takes action 
a(j + I) whenever the process is in state j. j ;::: i. It follows from (C2') that we can 

I	 couple each snmple path starting from state i + I. following Jr. with a correspond
ing sample path starting from state i. following Jr', in such a way that the former 
sample path is in statc j + I if and only if the lalter snmple path is in state j (j ;::: i). 
Since Jr takes the same action in each stnte j + I (rlamely, a = a(j + 1)) that Jr' takes 
in state j, and c(j + I. a) ;::: c(j, a) by (C4), it follows that the total cost along the 
former sample path is at least as large as the tolal cost along the lalter sample path. 
and hence z"(i + 1. i) 2 z"·(i. i-I ).111ercfore, we conclude that 

z(i+ I. i) = z"(i+ I. i);::: z"(i, i - 1)2 z(i. i-I). 

thus establishing that z(i. i-I) is nondecreasing in i;::: I. Since (C2') implies (C2), 
the theorem now follows from (C1 )-(C3) and Lemma 13.1. • 

Now we turn our attention to the more general case of nonadditive transitions. 
Here we shall establish monotonicity of z(i. i-I) by a downward induction on i. 
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To this end, we shall find it convenient to work with another transformed optimal
ity equation that is equivalent to (13.1) and (13.3). 

First observe that z(i, i-I), i ;::: 1. satisfies (13.3) if and only if. for all a E ;1, 

Pii.,(a)z(i. i -1) <::; c(i, a)+ I !?ii(a)z(j, j - I), 
r=H I 

or equivalently, 

z(i, i-I) <::; [C(i, a) + f !(,;(a)z(j, j -I)J Ipi.i_l(a), 
/'="/+1 / I 

with equality for a value of l/ E A that achieves the minimum in (1:1.:1). (Here we 
interrret the right-hand side of the inequnlity as being equal 10 +00 if I)" ,(a) = n.) 
-lllUs (13.3) is equivalent to the following optimality equation: 

,,(i, i-I) = tnin{C(i, a)+ f i!.,,(a)z(j, j -I)},	 ( 1].4) 
(I J'/\ i~.i' I 

where ((i. a) := c(i, a)/p,.,.,(a) and Ri/a) := Ki,(a)/p, , ,(a). Once again. the optimal 
action a(i) for state i also attains the minimulll on the right-hano side of (1.\.]). 
Note that, in contrast to (13.:1). (U.4) expresses zU, i-I) recursively in terms of 
z(i + I, i), z(i + 2, i + 1), ... , which makes it ideally suited for a proof by downward 
induction thaI z(i, i-I) is nondecreasing in i. 

We shall use the following condition: 

(CS) -1l1ere exists a nonnegative function h(j),j;::: I. such that 

c(i, a) - c(i -1. a);::: I (i!., 1/ ,(a) - ,~,,(a))' h(j). for all i;::: 2. a Ell. 

I"i'l 

Remark. By itself, (C5) is innocuous. [t is satisfied. for example. by g(j) ;: 0 when 
c(i. a) - cU - I, a) ;::: n. In our applications, however. we shall also require that 
h(j) be an upper bound for z(j.j - I) (d. Lemma 13.2) below). in which case (C5) 
becomes nontrivial. In that context, it is the key to our proof that z(j.j - 1) is monol
onic. It may thus be viewed as a weak sufficient condition for a generalization of 
stochastic monotonicity of the transitions. since z(j,j - I) is a (COSI) generalization 
of the mean first passage time frolll state j to j - I. 

111e following lemma will form the basis for the inductive step in our proof lhat 
z(i, i-I) is nonoecreasing in i. 

Lemma 13.2. Assume (C5). Let i;::: 2 be given and suprose 0 <::; zUj - I) <::; h(j) nnd 
z(j + I. j) 2 z(j, j - 1), for all j ;::: i. 1llen z(i, i-I) ;::: z(i - I, i - 2). 

Proof. Since [) <::; z(j.j - 1) <::; h(j). (C5) implies that 
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(-(i.a)-c(i-I,a)~ L,C~i-",(a)-kj(a))'z(j.j-l) 
;=i .. I 

~ L, (g",,(a) - ,~i,«(())Z(j. j -I). 
rill 

for all a E A. Setting a = a(i) and using the fact that z(j.j - I) ~ z(j - l,j - 2) for 
all j ~ i + I. it follows from (13.4) lhat 

z(i.i-I)=di.a)+ L,g,,(a))z(j.J-I) 
i-/! I 

~ (c(i - I, (/) + L, ,~, II ,( a )z(j. j - I) 
f "I 

~. 

~(c(i-l.a)'1 L,,~, 1I,(a)z(j--I.J-2) 
11'1 

=di-l.a)+L,.~, II(alz{j,j--l) 
,--/ 

~ z(i .- 1. i .. 2). 

thus estahlishing the desired result. • 
To complete the inuuctive proof, we need to accomplish two tasks: 

1. find a function h(-) satisfying (C5) such that h(j) ~ z(j, j - I), j ~ 1: and 
2. find a state i = k at which to start the downward inuuction. 

To be useful in applications. lhe upper-bounuing function h(j) musl be easy 10 

calculate a priori anu he as tight as possible. Similarly. the starting state k for 
the downward induction must have the properly thai we can establish a priori that 
z(j + I,j) ~ z(j,j - I) for all j ~ k. To a large extent, the methods for accomplishing 
lhese tasks tend to he specific to the application. We shall give illuqralive examples 
for problems with certain types of specific structure. focusing on processes with 
asylllptotically additivc transitions: 

(Cei)	 '1l1ere exists a function q",(a), III ~ n, and a positive integer k such that. for all 
i ~ I. a E A.II,,(a) = ({, ",(a). for <111 j ~ max(i - I. kl. 

Note th<1t under (C6).lljJ,,,,(a), 111 = -I. n. 1,2, .... is independent of i. for i ~ k. 
Note also that (C6) implies that g,,(a) = I-;;'_j.",q,,,(a), for j ~ m<1x(i - I. kl. 

Using the same coupling argument as in the proof of'Il1eorem I3.J. we ean prove 
the following lemma. 

Lcmmll 13.3. Assume (C4) and (C6). 'll1en z(j + I, j) ~ z(j. j - I) for j ~ k. 

Thus, when (C4) and (C6) hold, we can start the uownward induction at i = k. It 
remains to find a function h(J) such that z(j. j- I) .,; h(j). j.,; k. For polynomially 
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hounded one-step cost functions. this can he done utilizing the asymptotically addi
tive transition structure. To keep the exposition simple, we shall present this 
approach in detail for the case of a linearly hounded c(i, a), and then sketch lhe 
extension to polynomially bounded c(i, a). 

(C7) 111ere exist nonnegative constants c and h such that c(i, a) .,; c + h· i. for all 
i ~ I. a E A. 

First note that z(k, k - I)"; z1i(k. k - I). when Jf is a policy thaI uses the maximal 
action a in every state j ~ k. Let 

(13.5 ) 
q", := q",(a).III:::' n. a:= L,lIIq",. f3:= L,m2q",. 

111,..,11 ",,0 

f3 -a . ( 1.\.6) d :=a+ 2(I-a) 

Define the function h.(j).j ~ k. hy 

h(j):= c + h . (d + j - I) ( 1.\ 7)
I-a 

Lcmmll 13.4. Assume (C6) and (C7). Suppose a < I and f3 < 00. nlen z(j. j - I) $ 

iJ(j) < 00, for all j :::' k. 

Proof. Since z(j,j - 1) $ z1i(j,j - I), it suffices to show that z"(j.j - I) $ h(j) for all 
j 2 k. To this end, we treat j - I as a costless absorbing state and note that (C6) 
implies that. starting in state j ~ k and following policy Jf. the state of the system 
evolves as a left-skip-free DTMC, IX", II ~ OJ, with transition rrobahilities 

fill = q'+I_,./:::' i-I,	 ( 13.X) 

as long as i ~ j. It follows from (l3.1') that 

/\""+1 = XII - I + YIl1	 ( I~.l)) 

where Y" is independent of X"' with PI Y" = 11/1 = q",. as long as X" ~ j. This 
recursion is identical to that for an MIG 1/1 queue. observed at service-completion 
epochs, in which Y" represents the numher of arrivals during the 11th service time. 

Now suppose we incur a one-stage cost c + 11· i whenever IX", 11 ~ 01 visits state 
i ~ j. For ohvious reasons, we shall refer to h as the per-unit holdillg cost. Let 
c(j. j - 1) denote the total cost incurred until X" enters the ahsorbing state j - I. 
given thai it starts in state j.111en (C7) implies that z1i(j,j - I)"; c(j.j - I). Now 

c( j. j - 1) = c . t( j, j - I) + h( j, j - I), 

where t(j,J - I) and h(j.j - I) are. respectively, the expected number of transitions 
and the expected total holding cost incurred until the first entrance into the absorh
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ing state i - l. starting from state i· It follows from classical results for this system 
(cr.. e.g.. 14J) that 

/(/. i-I) = (I-a)'. h(j. i -1)= (I-a)'h· (d + i-I). 

which implies that c(i.! - I) = h(j).lllis completes the [Jroor. • 
We are now ready to state our main result. For convenient reference we restate 

(CI )-(0) here. 

(CI) c(i.lI) is suhmodular in (i. II).
 
(C2) gu.",(f/) is sublllodular in (i. a). for each 11/ ::> O.
 
(C}) gi .. ",,(f/) is non increasing in f/ E 11 for cach i::> I. III::> O.
 
(C4) C(i.II) is nondecreasing in i::> I. for all II E II.
 
(CS) '111e1T exists a nonnegalivc function f>(f).;::> I. sueh that
 

di.lI) - (-'(i - I. a)::> I C~, II ,(II) - ,~,,(a»)' h(j). for all i::> 2. a E A 
I i'l 

(C6) '111e1T cxists a funclion q",(a).II/::> O. and a positive integer k such tlwl. for all 
i::> I.IIE l1.p,/II)=ql",(a).foralli::>max(i-l.kl. 

(C7) '!llere exist nonnegative constants c and fI such that eli. II) :s; c + fI ·i. for all 
i::> I. II E A. 

Theorem 13.2. Assume (el )-«('7). wilh (X < I. (J < =. and h(j) defined by (13.7) for 
i ::> k. and h(j) := h(k) for i :s; k. '!llen a Illonotonic policy is opt i111<11. i.e.. a(i) is non
decreasing in i ~ I. 

Proof. It follows from Lelllma 13.3 that z(j + 1.1) ::> z(f.; - I) for all i ::> k. Lelllma 
13.4 implies that 

z(k.k --I):S; h(k)= c+h(d+k -I) 
I - (X 

Now let i :s; k and suppose (as an induction hypothesis) thilt zC;. i-I) :s; h(j) and 
z( ; + I. j) ~ z(j. i-I) for all; ::> i. 1llen Lemma 13.2 implies that z(i. i-I) ::> 
,(i - I. i - 2). which in turn implies thai z(i - I. i - 2) :s; h(i) = h(k) = h(i - I). thus 
completing Ihe inductive s!<.:p. It follows by downward induction on i that z(i + I. i) 
~ z(i. i-I) for all i::> I. Monotonicity of an optimal policy is then a consequence of 
(C 1)-( C3) and Lemma 13.1. • 

Now suppose the one-stage cost is polynolllially bounded: 

(C7')	 There exist nonnegative constants c and h and a positive integer II such that 
c(i. II) :s; c + fl· in. for all i::> I. a E A. 

-1l1e proof of Lemma 13.4 can be modified to derive an appropriate bounding 
function h(j) in this case. again using the MIG III-type recursion (13.9). Of 
course. we still have /(;.; - I) = (1 - at'. but now the expression for fI(j. i-I) is 
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an 11th-order polynomial in j, which involves the first II moments of the steady-state 
distribution of (X,,, II ~ 01. and hence the first II + I moments of Iq"" III ::> 01. all of 
which must therefore be assumed finite. We leave the details to the reader. 

13.3 Special Cases and Applications 

In this section we show how (CI )-(C7) can be verified in special cases and give 
sol~le applications to control of queues. 

/3.3.1	 COlltrol of Dowllward .IUIllPS 

Suppose pu_,(a) = a. "Illat is. lhe control variable in each state is itself the probabil
ity of a downward jump. 1llen (C5) simplifies considerably. First notc that in this 
case the inequality in (C5) holds if and only if 

c(i.a)-c(i-I.a)::> I (R, I,,(a)-!i,,(a»'h(j). 
,-/+1 

Now suppose (Cl) and (C2) hold, so that 

c(i. a) - c(i - I. 0)::> c(i. II) - c(i - t. a). 

g,_II_,(a) - gij(II):S; gi-Ij-,(a) - !iii (a). 

for all I :s; i < j. a E A.lllus we can replace (C5) in -Illeorem 13.2 with lhe follow
ing sim[Jler condition: 

(CS')	 111ere cxists a nonncgative function h(}), (j) ::> I, such that 

c(i.II)-c(i-l.a)::> I (g,'j.,(a)-g,j(a)'h(i). foralli::>2. 
j'o-ill 

/3.3.2	 All EXlllllple lVi/h Addi/ive 7i'allsi/io/lS 

(lllis example is taken from Stidham and Weber [9J.) Consider an MIGIII queue 
with batch arrivals and nonpreemptive discipline. Batches of jobs arrive according 
to a Poisson process; the sizes of successive batches are i.i.d. random variables. Al 
each service completion, if the queue is nol empty, a job is removed frolll the queue 
and placed in service. We choose the service-time distribution for this job from a 
family of distributions indexed by the service rate p chosen from the compact set 
A = [0. ,iI]. Services cannot be interrupted. Service times of successive jobs. condi
tional on their indices. are independent. Let S( p) denote a generic service time from 
the distribution indexed by p. We assume that p > p' implies that SUI') is stochas
tically smaller than SUI'). There is a cost rate c(p) incurred while service rate !i is 
in effect and a holding cost incurred at rate h(i) while i customers arc in the system. 
where c(-) is nonnegative, nondecreasing. and continuous on A, and fI(-) is nonneg
ative and nondecreasing in i ::> I. 

We observe the system at the beginning of each service.llle one-stage cost func
tion is given by 
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( . ) c(ll) f( . ). I ACl,1l =-+, 1;J.1,12 ,IlE ,
 
11
 

and the transition probabilities by 

Pij (J1) = P { i + K (tJ ) -] = j L1 ~ i < j + 1, pEA, 

where f(i~ /1) is the expected total holding cost incurred during the service tiTHe S(ll) 
that hegins with i jobs in the systeln, and K(p) is the nunlber of arrivals during the 
service time S(p).11le objective is to nlininlize the expected total cost until the first 
entrance into state 0, from each starting state i 2 1. One can readily verify that (C1), 
((~2'), (C3), 3nd ((:4) are s3tisfled, so that rI1,eorcm 13.1 applies and hence 3 monot
onic policy is optirnaJ. 

/3.3.3 An M/!'..!!\· QUClIC lvilh Balch Arrit'als and C'ol1trollahlc Service Rate 

In this exanlple, hatches of custoTners arrive according to a Poisson process with 
rate A. Successive batch sizes arc i.i.d. and distributed as a nonnegative integer
valued randonl variahle, M, with prohability 1l1ClSS function p(nl) = P{M = Ill}, 1n 2 
1. 'fllere are s menlorylcss servers, each with Illcan service rate a, fed by a single 
queue:Tl1c control variable (action) is the service rate a, to be chosen frorn the inter
val A = (0, aJ, where a< CXl.ll1cre is a service cost c(a) per unit tiITle while the service 
rate is a. We assume that c(·) is nonnegative, nondecrcasing, and continuous on A. 
rll1cre is a holding cost, which is incurred at rate h(i) while there are i customers in 
thc systcnl. We assunle that h(i) is nonnegative and nondecreasing in i 2 I.TI1C objec
tive is to minimize the expected total cost until the first entrance into statc 0, fronl 
each starting state i 2 1. 

We use unifonllization (cf. [5,H]) to fonnulate the problenl 8S a Markov decision 
process. 'lllc SystCIll is observcd at the events of a Poisson process \\'ith Illcan rate 
A + sa. rIlle expected cost until the next observation point given th8t the current 
statc is i and the current control is 0, is given by 

c(i, a) = c(o)+ h(i)
 
A+Sa .
 

rIlle inl hedded transitioll probabilities arc 

(i/\s)~ 
Pi.i-J (0) = A+ sa ' 

Ap(n!l 111 2 1,
Pi.it"'(O) = A+sa' 

[Ji.i(a) = 1- Pi,i--l(a)- LPi.iI-JIl(a) 
m==l 

sa - (i /\ s)a
 

A+sa
 

i'"ol1o(ol1e Optinzal Policies for Leji-Skip-F1'ee Alarkov Decision Processes 20! 

10 siTnplify thcse expressions, assume (without loss of gencrality) that the tiTllC unit 
has been chosen so that A + sa = 1. Then we have 

c(i, a) = c(a)+ h(i), 

gi.i+lIl(a)=ALP(111), 17121, 
k=m 

gi./(a) = 1 - Pi.i-I(a) = I - (i /\ 51)0. 

It is easy to see that (Cl)-(C4) are satisfied. Condition (C~6) is satisfied with k = s, 

and 

qo(a)=s·a, 

ql (0) = s(a - a), 

qlll (0) = Ap(nl - I), In 2 2. 

Now suppose (C7). holds. With qm, 111 Z 0, (1, and f3 defined by (13.5), d defined by 
(13.0), and b(j) defined hy (13.7), first note that (1 < 1 if and only if 

._ AE[M] 1 
p.- - <. 

sa 

No\v let us exanline (C5). For i > s, (C5) reduces to 

c( a) + h(i) _ c(0) + II (i - 1) 2 i) _ AP(j - i) ) I h( j) = 0,f (AP( j 
sa sa i=i~ I sa sa 

which holds since h(i) 2 h(i - 1). For iss, (C5) holds if and only if 

h(i) - h (i - 1) 2 c( a) + h (i) + )../(i) 
i 

where r(i) := I.7,I=IP(nl )b(i + 1'11). 
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CHAPTER 14
 

OPTIMAL ROUTING CONTROL IN 
RETRIAL QUEUES 

H. M. Liang and V. G. Kulkarni 

J)cdication. One of the earliest papers in retrial queues is by Keilson, Gozzolino, 
and Young [6). Retrials queucs has gro\vn into an irnportant area of research over 
the last decade, as evidenced by the survey papers by Yang and lcnlpleton [II J, 
Falin [3I~ and Kulkarni and Liang [7J. J-Iowevcr, as far as the authors are <l\vare, there 
are no results on the control of retrial queues. In this chapter, \ve try to fill this gap. 

14.1 Introduction 

A single server retrial queue consists of a prinlary queue, an orbit, and a server 
serving the prinlary queue. Custonlcrs can arrive at the prinlary queue either fronl 
outside the systern or from the orbit. If an arriving Ctlstonlcr is blocked fronl enter
ing the prinlary queue, he joins the orbit and conducts a retrial later. Otherwise, he 
enters the primary queue, waits for service, and leaves the systetll after being scrved. 
'lllC 111ain t1l0tivation for this model arises fronl the phenOtllenOn of retrials in telc
phone and tcleconlmunication systems. 

In this chapter, we study dynanlic routing control of the retrial queuc. A con
trolled retrial queueing systenl consists of a system controller. a prinlary service 
facility, and an orbit (see Figure 14.1, where the systenl controller is represented hy 
a circle with a question mark). Custorners can arrive at the systcnl controller cither 
fronl outside the systenl (according to a Poisson process) or from the orbit (accord
ing to a rate that depends upon the number of customers in the orbit).lne systenl 
controller dccides whethcr to route the custorncr to thc prirnary qucuc or to thc 
orbit, based on the state of the systel1l. All cust0J11erS arc adll1ittcd to the systcln, 
and no custonler can leave the system \vithout receiving service in the prinlary 
queue. Thc capacities in the primary queue and in the orbit are both infinite. A 
holding cost h(i, j) is incurred per unit tinle whenever there are i custolners in the 
prinlary queue and j cllstonlers in the orbit. Our goal is to characterize the optinlal 
routing policy that 111inimizes the expected total discounted cost over an infinite 
horizon. 

(We would like to point out the fact that \ve study the socially optirnal policies 
here, i.e .. the cost to the systenl is tninilnized. ~nlC prohlcrll of cOlnputing individu


